
Latest developments and news about the CRC scheme: 
   
Disaggregation deadline 30th June:  some organisations are having difficulty making their initial 
registration by the 30th June deadline for disaggregation. If so, please send us an e-mail with "CRC 
Intent to Disaggregate" in the subject line to CRCHELP@environment-agency.gov.uk confirming your 
intention to register and disaggregate as soon as possible. We are willing to extend the initial 
registration window for those wishing to disaggregate until the 31st July. Note that you will still be 
required to complete registration and disaggregation by 30th September. 
 

Registration concerns and delays:  many organisations are delaying their registration due to 
concerns over how we will handle errors. The earlier an organisation registers with us the more time 
we have to check and correct any errors. We urge all Participants and Declarers to register  as soon 
as possible before the registration deadline of 30th September. For further guidance on how we work 
with you to resolve errors more »   

CRC Registry: how to change contact details in the Registry after you have registered or made an 
information disclosure more »   
 
Carbon Trust Standard (CTS) and Equivalent: which standards are equivalent, calculating the 
percentage of CRC emissions and how to match the certification with reporting more »   First scheme 
approved: CEMARS more »    

Residual Measurement List (RML): how to prepare, submit and decide if you need a RML. How and 
when to change a RML if your organisation structure changes more »     
 
Franchises:  rules for defining a franchise under CRC and some practical examples more »  
 
Private Equity Funds: which entities are likely to form a group for  CRC and how Significant Group Undertakings (SGUs) apply to private equity 

funds more »   
 

Structure and treatment of assets held on trust:  how trustees and beneficiaries should register more »  

 
Updates to guidance and FAQ's:  view updates on our web site  including many new FAQ's    
 

View who has registered:  weekly updates of registrants are now available more »  
 

Need more information or help from the CRC team? 
To speak to an advisor if you have issues with registering call 08708 506 506 and select option 4  
Technical enquiries: CRC Help Desk   
Further information and guidance: visit the CRC web pages                               


